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Abstract— Recently, development of methods in extracting 

knowledge from a text collection is still  explored. In this work, 

the proposed approach utilize important words or key words 

that represent a domain of text. The key words may have 

relations among them and the relational keywords in the text 

domain can be organized become an ontology model as a 

domain knowledge. The proposed method for forming 

knowledge represented the text consists of three stages process. 

First, Vector Space Model (VSM) of key words from text is 

clustered using bottom-up approach and each clustered data is 

categorized to be an input of structure learning in a Bayesian 

network concept. The next stage, structure development of 

each clustered data using Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC) method such that  key words as nodes are related 

each other as in DAG (directed acyclic graph) form. The result 

of structure learning process of each cluster produces  a 

clustered DAG. The same learning process is also applied to the 

original data and it produces a general DAG. The third stage is 

an analysis process using some rules applied to clustered DAGs 

and the general DAG to determine connector nodes. A 

connector node is located in a clustered DAG and it has a 

relation (edge) to other node in another clustered DAG. It 

causes cluster of DAGs to be  a union graph called an Ontology 

Model which represent knowledge of the text domain. Data in 

this works consist of simulation data using a small number of 

key words from natural science. The ontology model resulted is 

evaluated manually and it shows that the knowledge of text can 

be represented visually. The experiment of ontology 

development still has some challenges to be improved. 
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I.  Introduction 
Ontology development  has been studied in many 

application domain areas, such as in automotive industries to 

develop knowledge of services [1], in bioinformatics to 

represent protein-protein interaction [2], in medical fields to 

analyze diagnosis requirements [3], in semantic web to 

make links between web pages [4], etc. Approach for 

ontology development are various including formal method 

approach [5] and machine learning approach [6]. The ways 

of the approach are developed manually, semiautomatically 

or automatically. It means a domain expert is sometimes 

needed to develop relevant ontology as a knowledge of the 

domain [5]. The proposed method of ontology development 

is an automatic process without a domain expert. It can be 

applied to text data which can be derived from any domain.  
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I. Ontology and Text  
Ontology is broadly defined as ―a formal, explicit 

specification of a shared conceptualization‖ [7]. Generally, 

domain ontology representation has spectrum covered 

ranging from lightweight ontology which the structure is 

represented by a taxonomy (tree or graph) to formal 

ontology represented by a relational data base  [5].  

Text as a data collection consists of meaningful words as 

key words or key phrases, and stop words which are 

meaningless words and are usually removed. The used of 

text data in machine learning approach is initated by 

extracting only frequencies of meaningful words from the 

data and by arranging the frequencies in a vector space 

(table of key words versus documents) [8]. 

Collection of meaningful words from a domain 

represents knowledge of the domain itself. It can be 

arranged more specifically by determining relations among 

the meaningful words. The meaningful words related to each 

other is called as an ontology [9]. In this work, text data 

models are created and used to develop an ontology model  

by using the proposed methodology (Fig. 1). 

II. Methodology  
Fig. 1 is a methodology for ontology development 

proposed. Text as data are numbers of collection of key 

words from documents in a Vector Space Model (VSM). 

Three types of DAG are defined including modeled DAG, 

clustered DAG and general DAG. Modeled DAG is 

determined manually as a model, clustered DAG and 

general DAG are resulted from a structure learning. In data 

modeling step, the data are modeled by creating manually 

two or more modeled Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) 

including labels as key words for each node and relations 

(edges) between them. Each modeled DAG will represent a 

cluster of key words collection and its relations (cluster of 

knowledge). Further, the modeled DAGs are sampled by a 

bayesian network approach. The samplings from all 

modeled DAGs are combined as a table of categorical data. 

The process is continued by converting the categorical data 

to real  numbers as a vector data. This vector data model is 

an inputted data. Preprocessing is applied to the data by 

using tf-idf and normalization.  

A hierarchical clustering is applied to the vector data  

which functions to separate their data elements. The 

clustered data are categorized and they are as an input data 

for structure learning process in bayesian network. A 

scoring function is applied to each clustered data to predict a 

graph structure  
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Figure 1. Methodology of experiment 

 (Clustered DAG). The structure learning is also applied 

to the data before clustered which has been preprocessed 

and categorized and the result is a graph structure called a 

general DAG.  

Clustered DAGs and a general DAG become an input in 

Connector  node analysis process. The process is to find 

nodes that have relations between the separately clustered 

DAGs to be a combined graph called an ontology model. 

The detail process will be described in the next section.  

III. Clustering for Text 
Clustering for text is a process to separate key words of 

the text data in a vector space. The process can be used to 

categorize or classify infomation [10], to extract information 

[11] and also to retrieve information [12]. Clustering can be 

implemented as a flat clustering technique such as k-means 

[13] and as a hierarchical clustering technique [14] such as 

top-down or bottom-up approach.  

Clustering in this experiment uses bottom-up approach 

(hierarchical clustering) that the data is clustered by 

calculating distances between elements of the data (Fig. 1). 

Two data elements with the smallest distance are combined 

and the process is done repeatedly until all data elements 

become one cluster. The number of clusters to be separated 

are determined manually. Bottom-up approach as a 

hierarchical clustering has more accurate performance to 

separate a sparse data in a vector space compared to flat 

clustering such as k-means. 

IV. Structure Learning in 
Bayesian Network 

Bayesian network specifies a joint probability 

distribution (JPD) from a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) 

structure. Each node in the graph represents a random 
variable and the edge which connect two nodes representing 
probabilistic dependencies between the nodes [15]. The joint 
distribution represented in the structures of graphs is 
equivalent with conditional independence (CI) relations 
between nodes, and it is formulated in (1). 

 
Figure 2. A Simple Bayesian Network. 

                

 

       

(1) 

where x1, x2, .., xi , .., xn are random variables of a domain. If 
X = {x1, x2, .., xi } then  Parents (xi) = { x1, x2, .., xi-1}.(a,b). 

       Fig. 2 is a simple bayesian network which joint 

probability distribution is P(A,B,C) = P(C|A,B) P(A) P(B). 

Structure learning is an important part in bayesian 

network to find dependencies between nodes. Data from a 

collection of features in a number of records represent a 

multinomial distribution. A DAG can be predicted from the 

data by using a scoring approach with bayesian analysis for 

the score prediction  [16]. Bayesian rule (2) is adopted by 

bayesian network to calculate  a posterior of a graph 

P(G|D), given data (D). 

 

                       

(2) 

where P(D|G) is a marginal likelihood, P(G) is a prior graph 

and P(D) is a probability of data.  

In structure learning, the best structure of graph (G)  can 

be determined by maximizing the marginal likelihood  (3). 

 
            (3) 

where P(D|G,θ) is a likelihood and P(θ|G) is a prior graph 

over parameters. 

Derived from (2), a bayesian score (4) is a sum of family 

score of Xi.  

 

     

(4) 

where family score is only from xi and its parents given data 

(D). 

A. Scoring and MCMC Method 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is a 

scoring method using bayesian approach which calculates a 

posterior distribution from a prior distribution  given a data 

(2). It uses monte carlo integration for a complex 

distribution  (5) . 

Read a tabular data  

Data Categorization 

Determine number of repeat : jRepeat 

For i = 1 to jRepeat 

    Score data using bayesian score in MCMC method  

    Determine structure (id from combination graph) with 

              the maximum score 

    Collect the id in a List of  idGraph  

End 

 

For i = 1: length of List of idGraph 

       Collect a unique id Graph from List of idGraph 

End 

For each unique id Graph 

     Calculate number of parents of the unique graph  

End 

Determine the unique idGraphs with the maximum parents as a 

predicted DAG from the data  

 
Figure 3. Algorithm to Predict a DAG Structure from Data 
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(5) 

where h(x) is the production of a function f(x) and a 

probability density function p(x) defined over the interval 

(a,b). 

A Markov Chain is a sequences of density (θ) which 

make a stationary distribution. Each density is determined 

by  

sampling the data that initiated with a random value θ0 and 

evaluated by using a ratio of density, α, (6) in each step of 

scoring according to Metropolis Algorithm) [17]. 

 

              

(6) 

where f(θ
*
) is a candidate of current point and f(θt-1) is a 

point before the current.  If the candidate point value is 

lower than a point before it, the candidate is accepted, and 

becomes an element θi of sequences of markov chain. 

Structure learning in this experiment uses MCMC 

method from Murphy [18]. In learning the structure, it does 

not always result in a true structure, but an approximate 

structure, called markov equivalence. The structure 

predicted sometimes has different direction of arcs (edges), 

or has more or less arcs. It is because the search space 

ranging of a DAG is very wide includes all combinations of 

DAG of N nodes. The number of combinations increases 

super exponentially when the number of nodes increases. To 

maximize the search of prediction structure, an algorithm 

(Fig. 3) is used. 

V. Ontology Development 
Ontology in this work is developed by a method with 

machine learning approach using a combination of 

techniques of clustering and bayesian network (Fig. 1). 

Clustered data are processed by the  method for predicting a 

structure (DAG) and the process uses the prediction 

algorithm (Fig. 3).  All nodes from the clustered DAGs are 

analyzed to find connector nodes between the clustered 

DAGs.   

A. Connector Node Analysis 
A connector node is a node from a clustered DAG (Fig. 

8a) which has relations (edges) to other nodes from different 

clustered DAG. These relations facilitate the development of 

ontology. The algorithm for connector node analysis  

consists of three steps as follows: 

Step I : determine candidates of connector nodes  

- define status of nodes which can be as parents  in 

clustered DAGs (Fig. 8a) and the general DAG (Fig. 

8b). The status will be used to determine candidates of 

connector nodes. The candidates are nodes which have 

relations (edges) within nodes in the same cluster and 

also between nodes in different clusters. 

- select the similar candidate nodes which are parents  in 

clustered  DAGs and the general DAG 

Step 2: find relations of candidate nodes by determining 

a terminal  node as a couple of a connector node. 

- Find nodes from different clusters which have relations 

with a candidate of connector  node. 

- Select a terminal node that has the most children, if the 

candidate of a connector node has more than one 

relation to a cluster. 

Step 3:Eliminate the same relation and do a mapping  

- Determine a couple of nodes (connector node – terminal 

node) as a coordinate (x, y) in an adjacency matrix 

(graph representation) and put them in a list. 

- Find the cluster of each node as a couple of cluster. 

- Remove a couple of node from the list if its couple of 

cluster has existed. 

- Map the final couple of nodes (connector nodes and 

terminal nodes) as coordinates in a new adjacency 

matrix of DAG. The matrix combines clustered DAGs 

and the new coordinates as a graph structure of an 

ontology model. 

- Visualize the ontology structure. 

Fig. 10 is an example of the ontology model. It is a result 

of the node connectors analysis process as a part of 

methodology of this work (Fig. 1). 

VI. Experimental Results and 
Analysis 

The experiments consist of  two parts. Experiment I is a 

comparison of scoring methods in structure learning by 

calculating averages and its standard deviations of 

maximum score from a collection of modeled DAGs with 4 

nodes and 4 edges (Fig. 4). The visualization of maximum 

score versus size of data using some different bayesian 

scoring methods [18] (BIC, BDeu and MCMC) is presented 

in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows deviations of averages of maximum 

score (Fig. 5).  Each maximum score of a specific size of 

data is related to a number of  DAGs (Fig. 7). 

In this experiment, the curves of score using several 

methods show the same trend (Fig. 5), following the change 

of size of data. The most maximum scores are reached in 

size of data about 200, for case of this modeled DAGs (4 

nodes). According to the values of curves, MCMC method 

shows the highest score along with the size of data. Fig. 6 

shows the deviation scores from the averages of maximum 

scores using MCMC and K2 methods with BIC score. The 

two methods present the deviation of the average scores, 

which become larger after size of data exceed 200, for this 

case. Following the average scoring, the trend curves of the 

numbers of DAGs which matches with the maximum score 

in every size of data (Fig. 7) become smaler. The numbers is 

minimum in size of data is 200, which related to the 

maximum score. It means, in the maximum score, number of 

candidate of prediction DAG after the structure learning 

process is small, and the range area to predict the DAG is 

more specific. 
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Figure 4. Examples of random Modeled DAGs with N=4 

 
Figure 5. Average of Max. Score of DAGs vs Size of Data 

 
Figure 6. Averages and Deviation of Maximum Score  

The second experiment uses modeled data to implement 

the methodology proposed (Fig. 1). This experiment needs 

three types of DAG described in section III (modeled DAG, 

clustered DAG and general DAG). The modeled DAGs is 

determined (Fig. 8a) and sampled and combined to be a 

vector data as an inputted data. Clustering and structure 

learning is applied to the inputted data and the results are 

clustered DAGs (Fig. 10a). Structure learning without 

clustering is also applied to the inputted data and the result 

is a general DAG (Fig. 8b).  

 
Figure 7. Number of  DAGs for a Max. Score vs Size of Data 

 

  
(b)  (a)  

Figure 8. (a) Modeled DAGs; (b) A General DAG 

 
Figure 9. An Ontology Model  

From the experiment I, it shows that by calculating and 

visualizing averages of maximum scoring for a DAG 

collection and a specific number of nodes and edges, a 

certain number of data size needed can be determined as an  

              (a) 

         (b) 

Figure 10.(a) Clustered DAGs. (b) An Ontology Model 2 
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information about size of data for structure learning in 

experiment II. Experiment II is an ontology development 

process. The learning results show the clustered DAGs (Fig. 

10a) which are different from the modeled DAGs (Fig. 8a). 

By analyzing the general DAG and clustered DAGs, the 

connector nodes between clustered DAGs are determined. A 

combined clustered DAGs (Fig. 10b) is formed and called 

an  ontology model from a vector space data. An ideal 

ontology model is shown in Fig. 9, in which clustered DAGs 

is the same as modeled DAGs. 

VII. Conclusion 
The automatic ontology development proposed offers a 

different approach which combines clustering and a 

probabilistic approach. The result  depends on size of data, 

clustering process, and structure learning process. With a 

probabilistic approach, a DAG prediction (clustered DAGs) 

can approximate the modeled DAG. A connector node 

which is a node having the strongest relation to its cluster 

and also to different cluster can be determined. It has an 

important role to relate to all clustered DAGS as an 

ontology. 

For future work, the experiments will process the 

structure learning with optimization to get a better DAG 

prediction, develop more rules to improve the process of 

connector node analysis and apply the methodology to a real 

data. 
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